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leyli o majnun encyclopaedia iranica - leyli o majnun a narrative poem of approximately 4 600 lines composed in 584
1188 by the famous poet ne mi of ganja it is the third of his five long narrative poems known collectively as the amsa the
quintet the origin of the story majnun lit possessed is an epithet given to the semi historical character qays b al molawwa b,
layla and majnun wikipedia - the story of layla and majnun was known in persia as early as the 9th century two well known
persian poets rudaki and baba taher both mention the lovers although the story was known in arabic literature in the 5th
century it was the persian masterpiece of nizami ganjavi that popularized it dramatically in persian literature nizami collected
both secular and mystical sources about majnun, our story boulder dushanbe teahouse - in the central pool of the
teahouse there are seven hammered copper sculptures created by artist ivan milosovich the life sized sculptures are based
on a 12th century poem the seven beauties the 4th poem of nizami ganjavi s khamsa, persian culture one of the oldest in
the world persians - persian culture one of the oldest in the world iranian culture is one of the oldest in the whole world and
has influenced cultures like italy macedonia greece russia the arabian peninsula and parts of asia, academy of cultural
heritage - education the academy thus has two aspects old and new its goal is remembering restoring and maintaining
cultural phenomena behaviors texts and values which are endangered by the globalized commercial market civilization
expanded all over the world or by other threats, layla in real life 10 songs written about pattie boyd - pattie boyd was
working as a model and actress in the early 1960s when she was cast as a schoolgirl in richard lester s a hard day s night
1964 though she had just a single word of dialogue, 100 great songs about girl talk udiscovermusic - this is girl talk as
long as people have written songs there have been songs written about the fairer sex many have included a woman s name
in the title
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